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Advances in Cystic Fibrosis

Meghan E. McGarry, MD MAS
Seattle Children’s Hospital
Pediatrics, Division of Pulmonary Medicine
Seattle, Washington

DAILY TREATMENT REGIMEN IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Summary
In this new era of CFTR modulators, lung health for many people with CF is greatly improved. Many have questioned whether the daily time-intensive mucus clearance regimen is still necessary. To answer this question, these 2 parallel clinical trials examined the health effects of people with cystic fibrosis on elexacaftor tezacaftor ivacaftor (ETI) discontinuing either dornase alfa or hypertonic saline. The outcome was change in FEV1 percent predicted over 6 weeks. These were non-inferiority trials, so they compared that the change in FEV1 percent predicted was not worse in those that discontinued a medication compared to those that continued the medication. The clinical trials enrolled 595 teenagers or adults with cystic fibrosis on ETI with normal or mild lung disease. There were no significant differences in change in FEV1 percent predicted over 6 weeks between those who continued or discontinued therapy for both the dornase alfa and the hypertonic saline studies.

Comments
1. Short-term discontinuation of either hypertonic saline or dornase alfa did not change FEV1 over 6 weeks, but the long-term effect of discontinuation on pulmonary function decline and exacerbations remains unknown.
2. In the era of highly effective CFTR modulators, the need for daily preventative treatments and therapies must be investigated and balanced with the burden on daily life.
3. It is not known if daily medications can be reduced in those with moderate or severe lung disease from cystic fibrosis on ETI.
4. Future studies are needed to follow long-term outcomes and if people with more severe lung disease can also discontinue therapies safely.
5. Unique trial designs such as non-inferiority clinical trials may be necessary in the era of CFTR modulator therapy.

PREGNANCY IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Summary
Pregnancies in people with CF have greatly increased in the past few years with CFTR modulators. This multicenter, retrospective study compared the health effects of pregnancy in people with CF who had planned pregnancies compared to unplanned pregnancies. They found that 40% of the pregnancies were unplanned. Compared to those with planned pregnancies, people with CF with unplanned pregnancies were 3 years younger, less likely to have college education, had lower FEV1 % predicted pre-pregnancy, and lower BMI pre-pregnancy. There was a similar drop in FEV1 % predicted in those with planned and unplanned pregnancies. In those with a planned pregnancy, the number of pulmonary exacerbations was 16% lower after pregnancy compared to prior to becoming pregnant. However, in the unplanned pregnancy group, the number of pulmonary exacerbations was 26% higher after pregnancy compared to before pregnancy. Planned pregnancies had a higher rate of Cesarean sections, a lower rate of preterm birth, lower rate of NICU stays, and higher rate of breastfeeding.

Comments
1. Pregnancy in people with CF is increasing as health outcomes have improved with CFTR modulators.
2. Unplanned pregnancy is common in people with CF.
3. This study found that people with CF with unplanned pregnancies had a 26% increase in number of pulmonary exacerbations, while planned pregnancies had fewer exacerbations, even though there was no difference in lung function decline between groups.
4. People with unplanned pregnancies had worse baseline health and had higher rate of birth or neonatal complications.
5. This study highlights the need for discussion of highly effective contraception and family planning with people with CF.

INTERNATIONAL DISPARITIES IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Summary
Mortality in CF varies greatly between countries across the globe, but differences in disease characteristics or care are not described. This cross-sectional study compared lung function and nutritional outcomes in people with CF in the Canadian CF registry and in the South African CF registry in 2018. The study only compared people not on CFTR modulators and those without lung transplants. People with CF in South Africa has lower pulmonary function (FEV₁ -8.9%) than people with CF in Canada at all ages and in a multivariate analysis adjusted for confounders such as Pseudomonas, poor nutrition, and pulmonary therapies. Compared to Canada, poor nutrition was 1.7 higher in South Africa in multivariate analysis. There were many differences in the health of people between countries. A higher proportion of people with CF in South Africa had Pseudomonas, used hypertonic saline and azithromycin, and had 1 or more courses of IV antibiotics than in Canada. There was a large disparity in diagnosis by newborn screening as there was no newborn screening in South Africa in 2018, while 13% of people in Canada were diagnosed via newborn screening.

Comments
1. Even with adjustment of CF disease characteristics, people with CF living in South Africa had worse health outcomes than in Canada.
2. Socioeconomic status, access to care, quality of healthcare and public health are likely contribute to the observed disparities, although were not measured in this study
3. Health disparities between high-income and low-income countries are likely much worse than this study described due to lack of access to CFTR modulators and lung transplant.
4. There is an urgent need for advocacy for equitable access to all CF-specific medications, including pancreatic enzymes and CFTR modulators, for people with CF in all countries.
5. CF registries are needed for other low-income or middle-income countries to identify areas for interventions to improve patient outcomes.

EFFECT OF CFTR MODULATORS ON SPUTUM

Summary
Elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor (ETI) improves pulmonary disease but the pathways and effects have not been well-described. This prospective study of 79 people with CF investigated the downstream effects of ETI by comparing changes in airway mucus characteristics (including microbiome, inflammation, proteases, viscoelasticity) before and after elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor. People with CF were also compared to normal controls. The total bacterial load of the airway mucus microbiome did not change but there was an increase in α-diversity with ETI. The relative abundance of Pseudomonas aeruginosa decreased in the sputum with ETI. No aspect of the airway mucus microbiome normalized on ETI. Of the airway inflammation markers, only IL-1β improved over time with ETI. Airway inflammation remained higher than normal controls. Free and membrane-bound neutrophil elastase significantly improved with ETI, but were higher than normal controls. The sputum viscoelastic properties significantly improved by 3 months of ETI, but did not normalize.

Comments
1. Airway mucus from people with CF on ETI improved in multiple aspects, such as microbiome diversity, abundance of Pseudomonas, and neutrophil elastase, but did not normalize.
2. Airway sputum inflammation remained elevated on ETI, which is concerning for ongoing lung damage.
3. The impact of ETI on airway mucus environment may be different in infants and children with CF, as their baseline respiratory disease is not as advanced as adults, but needs further investigation.

4. While ETI has led to significant improvements in the health of people with CF, this study highlights that ETI does not normalize the respiratory environment and is not a cure for CF.

GENETIC MODIFIERS IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Summary
Lung disease severity is highly variable and the variability is thought to be partially due to non-CFTR modifier genes. This is the largest study in people with CF to examine for possible modifier genes. This study combined whole genome sequencing (WGS) data from 4,238 people with CF from prior CF studies with genome-wide genotype data from 3,592 people with CF. All samples had lung function data prior to CFTR modulator therapy. Lung function was transformed into a quantitative measure, Kulich normal residual mortality-adjusted (KNoRMA) lung phenotype, allowing for comparisons across ages or cohort effects. The study examined for genetic loci that were associated with KNoRMA lung phenotype. There were six genome-wide significant loci and four suggestive loci were identified, all of which were genes that were likely biologically relevant to CF lung physiology. The identified loci were involved in inflammation, bacterial infection and host responses, immunity, endomembrane and microtubular function, and lung development. Of note, approximately 95% of the samples were from people of European ancestry.

Comments
1. It is still unknown why lung severity varies in people with CF and non-CFTR modifier genes may contribute to the variability.
2. Non-CFTR modifier genes are a potential target for therapeutic intervention, particularly in people with CFTR variants non-responsive to CFTR modulators.
3. This study identified ten genetic loci that were associated with lung disease severity.
4. Many pathways to lung disease severity in cystic fibrosis had significant loci identified including inflammation, infection, and lung development.
5. The study’s results are biased as almost all the samples were from people of European background and thus not applicable to people with CF of other backgrounds, races, or ethnicities.

LUNG TRANSPLANT IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Summary
Lung transplant has changed in cystic fibrosis with the health of many people with CF dramatically improving with CFTR modulators, but people who are Asian, Black, or Hispanic are less likely to qualify for or be prescribed CFTR modulators. This study used the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database to examine lung transplant frequency in people with CF. Lung transplants in children and adults with CF dramatically decreased after 2019 with the advent of elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor. The average per year in adults with CF prior to 2019 was 145 but significantly decreased to 73 in 2020 and 45 in 2021. The proportion of adults receiving lung transplants having cystic fibrosis also significantly decreased from about half of transplants to 16% after 2019. Similar trends were seen in the pediatric CF population with only 2 transplants in 2021. The authors compared changes in the proportion of lung transplants with CF, comparing those who were non-Hispanic white to those of another race/ethnicity. The proportion of lung transplants in non-Hispanic white children decreased from 49.5% before 2019 to 8.3% after 2019. However, children of other races and ethnicities had a smaller decrease: 33.5% before 2019 to 22.5% after 2019.

Comments
1. The frequency of lung transplants significantly decreased in both children and adults with cystic fibrosis since the approval of elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor in 2019.
2. People with cystic fibrosis who are a race or ethnicity other than non-Hispanic white did not have as much of an improvement in lung transplant frequency.
3. This is the first study to describe differences in lung transplant trends by race and ethnicity in cystic fibrosis.
4. As there is an ongoing need for lung transplantation in people with CF who are Asian, Black, or Hispanic, further work and/or resources are needed to ensure transplantation is accessible to those who need it.

**OTHER ARTICLES OF INTEREST**


Precision Medicine in Asthma: Omics and Biologics

Theresa W. Guilbert, MD, MS
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
Division of Pulmonology Medicine
Cincinnati, OH


Summary
The objective of this study was to train and validate a polygenic risk score based on asthma genetic determinants to predict disease occurrence in children of diverse ancestries. The investigators applied a Bayesian regression framework method using the Trans-National Asthma Genetic Consortium genome-wide association study summary statistics to derive a multiancestral PRS score, used an electronic medical record cohort as a training set, and then used 2 independent cohorts to validate and replicate the findings. The multiancestral asthma polygenic risk score was associated with asthma in the 2 pediatric validation datasets. The investigators found significant discrimination across pediatric subcohorts of European, African admixed American, Southeast Asian, and East Asian ancestry. Children with the top 5% polygenic risk scores had 2.80 to 5.82 increased odds of asthma compared to the bottom 5% across the training and 2 validation cohorts when adjusted for ancestry. A phenome-wide association study analysis confirmed the strong association of the identified polygenic risk score with asthma and related phenotypes.

Comments
1. The investigators developed an asthma polygenic risk score that had good discriminatory performance in children of diverse ancestries, demonstrated increased performance compared to other scores, and showed potential pleiotropic effects.
2. The asthma polygenic risk score performed better in children that is similar to previous genetic studies suggesting a larger genetic contribution in children compared to adults.
3. One limitation of the study was the investigators were unable to identify individuals with adult-onset asthma.
4. This polygenic risk score may have future potential to help families of children at high risk for asthma take preventive steps to avoid disease.


Summary
The investigators conducted a novel multivariate GWAS meta-analysis to identify genetic associates of childhood wheezing phenotypes using an unbiased analysis of data collected from birth to 18 years in 9568 individuals from five UK birth cohorts. The investigators identified subsets of SNPs differentially associated across four wheezing phenotypes: early-onset persistent (44 SNPs, 19 loci), early-onset pre-school remitting (25 SNPs, 10 loci), early-onset mid-childhood remitting (33 SNPs, 9 loci), and late-onset (32 SNPs, 20 loci). The analysis demonstrated variation in a novel locus on chr9q21.13 (ANXA1; rs75260654) was associated solely with early-onset persistent wheeze.

Comments
1. The investigators identified a novel locus in chr9q21 near ANXA1 exclusively associated with the early-onset persistent wheeze phenotype. Previous studies have demonstrated that genetic variation in ORMDL3 and GSDMB (17q12 locus) are associated with childhood-onset asthma but also have associations with additional preschool wheezing phenotypes (both early- and intermediate-onset persistent wheeze).
There was a lack of genetic associations spanning across different phenotypes suggesting that the genetic architecture of each preschool wheeze phenotype may be characterized by unique phenotype-specific genetic associations.

By GWAS standards, the study was relatively small and potentially underpowered. This may be less of an issue in this study as the children had detailed phenotyping over more than two decades in five independent birth cohorts.

Another limitation was that the study population was largely of European descent, and the results may not be generalizable to other populations.

The ANXA1 pathway in persistent disease may be a future therapeutic target.

A lack of genetic associations spanning across different phenotypes was found, pointing to the need for further studies in diverse populations. The methods used, Mendelian randomization and mediation analyses, rely on assumptions that are challenging to verify. The investigators preformed a secondary analysis which combined the instrumental variants into a single, unweighted score and systematically tested for confounding associations with additional environmental measures available in the two urban studies. However, unmeasured confounding factors are still possible.

The findings of this study have yet to be replicated in an independent cohort and are thus preliminary but future studies would need to be repeated in similar populations. These findings may lead to future interventions to decrease the burden of asthma in socioeconomically disadvantaged children.

**Summary**

The objective of this study was to examine the efficacy of mepolizumab compared to placebo in 290 urban 6–17-year-old children and adolescents living in disadvantaged neighborhoods with a history of 2 or more exacerbations in previous year and blood eosinophils ≥150 cells/mm3. Phenotype-directed therapy with mepolizumab in urban children was demonstrated to reduce exacerbations, annualized rate of asthma exacerbations was 0.96 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.78-1.17) with mepolizumab and 1.30 (95% CI, 1.08-1.57) with placebo (rate ratio 0.73; 95% CI, 0.56-0.96; p=0.027). Airway transcriptomic analyses identified eosinophil and epithelial airway inflammatory pathways associated with differential clinical responses to mepolizumab. There were no significant differences in secondary outcomes, including time to first exacerbation, lung function, or composite asthma exacerbation, lung function, or composite asthma exacerbation, lung function, or composite asthma exacerbation, lung function, or composite asthma exacerbation, lung function, or composite asthma exacerbation.

**Comments**

1. The investigators found a common genetic variant associated with lower lung function in multiethnic children living in low-income urban neighborhoods and this association was mediated by epigenetic changes in DNA methylation, which also correlated with smoke exposure.
severity index (CASI). Importantly, significant improvements in asthma control were observed in both mepolizumab- and placebo-treated participants, emphasizing the importance of adherence to guideline-based care in high-risk children.

Comments
1. This study demonstrates how children may have different responsiveness to biologic therapy compared to adults. In contrast to studies in adults, the use of mepolizumab in urban children aged 6–17 years revealed only a small reduction in asthma exacerbations and did not show the larger benefits predicted from adult studies.
2. A strength of this study was the inclusion of a diverse, high-risk cohort of predominantly Black and Hispanic children living in disadvantaged urban communities which is an understudied population.
3. Nasal airway samples were used as a proxy for lower airway disease; however, this is assuaged by the relevance of these inflammatory pathways to asthma outcomes.


Summary
The objective of this study was to define clinical characteristics associated with on-treatment clinical remission in patients treated with biologic therapy. This study was a retrospective analysis of a large cohort of severe asthma patients registered in the UK Severe Asthma Registry (UKSAR) who met strict national access criteria for biologic therapy. Patients had a baseline assessment prior to biologic initiation and annual review. The primary definition of on-treatment clinical remission included Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ)-5 <1.5, no oral corticosteroids for disease control, and forced expiratory volume in 1 s above lower limit of normal or no more than 100 mL less than baseline. In patients with severe asthma treated with biologic therapies, 18.3% of patients achieved the primary definition of on-treatment remission. Those patients who were composite T2-biomarker high (Blood eosinophil count ≥150 cells/μL and fractional exhaled nitric oxide level ≥20 ppb) were 7.44-fold more likely to achieve clinical remission than those who were composite T2-biomarker low (Blood eosinophil count <150 cells/μL and fractional exhaled nitric oxide level level <20 ppb) (95% CI: 1.73–31.95, P = .007). The adjusted odds of on-treatment remission were lower in patients who were female (OR 0.61, 95% CI 0.45–0.93), obese (OR 0.49, 95% CI 0.24–0.65) or had ACQ-5 ≥1.5 (OR 0.19, 95% CI 0.12–0.31) at baseline prior to biologic therapy. On-treatment remission was more likely in T2-high biomarker patients with shorter duration of disease and less comorbidities.

Comments
1. In this analysis of patients with severe asthma from a large national registry, 18% met the primary definition of on-treatment remission.
2. On-treatment clinical remission was more likely in males, never-smokers and non-obese individuals with higher T2 biomarkers. These patients had a shorter disease duration, were older at disease onset, and had lower symptoms burden and fewer exacerbations at biologic therapy initiation.
3. As with all registry based observational studies, it is possible that the proportion of patients achieving on-treatment remission may be overestimated due to regression to the mean.
4. These study results demonstrate the need for future research on the optimal time to start biologics therapy in severe asthma and if on-treatment clinical remission is maintained over time.


Summary
The initial study of more than 400 children showed that dupilumab reduced asthma attacks and improved spirometry and disease control over 52 weeks compared with placebo. This 52-week open-label extension study of 365 6–11-year-old children with moderate-to-severe asthma assessed the long-term effects of add-on dupilumab therapy on safety and efficacy. The study results showed that long-term, treatment benefits were maintained. 91% of patients did not experience asthma exacerbations, and had improved spirometry and decreased serum IgE over 52 weeks. Dupilumab treatment was well tolerated with a
safety profile similar to that observed in the parent study with nasopharyngitis and respiratory tract infections being the most frequently reported. Serious adverse events occurred in seven patients and treatment discontinuation due to treatment emergent adverse events occurred in three patients (1%; one each of allergic conjunctivitis, ascariasis, and pulmonary tuberculosis). Hypersensitivity was reported in 10 children, eosinophilia in 15 children.

Comments
1. This is the first study to examine both the safety and efficacy of add-on biological therapy over a two-year time period in children 6–11 years old with moderate-to-severe asthma.
2. The study demonstrated that dupilumab resulted in continued reduction in annualized severe exacerbation rates and consistent improvements in lung function.
3. This was a single-arm, open-label extension study and it was not designed for comparisons between treatment groups and the results are limited to descriptive summaries. Children were enrolled after completing the parent trial which may have introduced bias; however, approximately 90% of patients participating in the parent study enrolled in the extension study with similar proportions between treatment groups.
4. The number of patients enrolled from the U.S. was low compared to the overall trial population. This should be considered before generalizing these findings to under-represented populations in the U.S.
5. A portion of the study was conducted during the pandemic timeline but compliance with dupilumab treatment was high and the treatment benefits of dupilumab were consistent across both time periods (before and during the pandemic).

OTHER ARTICLES OF INTEREST

OMICS


BIOLOGICS


Management of Neuromuscular Disorders in Children

Caroline Okorie, MD, MPH
Stanford School of Medicine
Department of Pediatrics, Division of Pulmonary, Asthma and Sleep Medicine
Palo Alto, CA

RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY IN NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE

Summary
Chronic respiratory failure, often hypoventilation, is a common endpoint in progressive neuromuscular disease (NMD). Early detection and timely intervention are associated with increased survival, quality of life and well being. Polysomnography is the gold standard for hypoventilation assessment, yet challenges such as limited testing availability and inconsistent use of CO2 monitoring can delay detection. Additionally, the American Academy of Sleep Medicine specifies different hypoventilation criteria for children versus adults and considers the diagnosis in the context of sleep disordered breathing. This study involved an international expert panel (15 pediatric pulmonologists from 13 hospitals across 5 countries) conducting a two-round Delphi process to identify critical items related to pediatric neuromuscular disease, using item generation from guidelines, literature reviews, and current clinical practices. The group summarized six domains pertinent to hypoventilation in neuromuscular disease, ultimately defining a new paradigm: Respiratory Insufficiency in Neuromuscular Disease (RIND) which proposes new criteria for hypoventilation: TcCO2 > 45 mm Hg for > 25% of sleep, TcCO2 > 50 mmHg for > 2% sleep or 5 minutes continuously, and TcCO2 increase 10 mmHg above baseline for > 2% sleep. And proposed criteria for hypoxemic respiratory failure: mean SpO2 < 94%, SpO2 < 90% for > 2% sleep, and SpO2 < 90% for > 5 minutes continuously.

Comments
1. A history of morning headache, FVC <50 percent predicted or awake TcCO2 >45 mmHg suggests high concern for hypoventilation and may indicate the need for polysomnography
2. This new criteria for hypoventilation and hypoxemia respiratory failure offer the paradigm that respiratory insufficiency can present in a variety of different ways, allowing more opportunities for early detection and treatment.
3. Assessing the patient’s respiratory effort, looking for persistent tachypnea and thoracoabdominal asynchrony, can help anticipate pending respiratory failure.
4. The new RIND paradigm would benefit from further validation and investigation with specific sub-types of NMDs.
5. At this time, ambulatory/home testing, notable home CO2 monitoring, is still being developed to reliably offer data on par with polysomnography.

MICRO-DYSTROPHIN THERAPY FOR DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

Summary
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive NMD caused by the absence of functional dystrophin protein. Delandistrogene moxeparvovec, the first gene therapy approved for DMD in the US, delivers a functional fraction of the gene (micro-dystrophin attached to an adeno associated virus vector) via one time intravenous infusion. This Phase 2, double blinded, two part (48 weeks per part) cross over study evaluated longitudinal effectiveness of delandistrogene moxeparvovec (SRP-9001). Primary outcomes included detection of dystrophin in the muscle and change from baseline (CFBL) on the North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) scale. In total, 41 patients were recruited and randomized into 2 groups. All patients...
treated with delandistrogene moxeparvovec had robust expression of SRP-9001 in the muscle. A comparative analysis of the drug's impact on motor function showed no significant difference between the treatment and placebo groups, likely due to disparity in baseline motor functions, especially in the 6-7 year-old subgroup. Subgroup analyses did demonstrate significant improvement in motor scores. Adverse events included vomiting, nausea and liver injury that resolved. There were 5 serious events with 3 instances of rhabdomyolysis that resolved (1 patient had received placebo). In all, the findings suggest that SRP-9001 is well tolerated and effective. Phase 3 trials are underway.

Comments
1. More analysis might be needed to understand the differing impacts of the treatment in different age groups as observed in the subgroup analysis.
2. Delandistrogene moxeparvovec, the first gene therapy for DMD appears effective and safe and is indicated for patients 4-5 years old.
3. Further long-term studies are needed to ascertain the durability and sustainability of the treatment's efficacy.
4. Potential confounders like baseline motor function differences between treatment and placebo groups need to be controlled in future studies for more accurate insights.

ONASEMNOGENE ABEPARVOVEC EFFECT ON BULBAR FUNCTION
McGrattan KE, Shell RD, Hurst-Davis R, Young SD, O'Brien E, Lavrov A, Wallach S, LaMarca N, Reyna SP, Darras BT.
Patients with Spinal Muscular Atrophy Type 1 Achieve and Maintain Bulbar Function Following Onasemnogene Abeparvovec Treatment. *J Neuromuscul Dis.* 2023;10(4):531-540

Summary
The study evaluated onasemnogene abeparvovec's on bulbar function in Spinal Muscular Atrophy type 1 (SMA). Bulbar function was determined by SMA experts and measured using four specific endpoints: unimpaired swallowing, complete oral nutrition, lacking pulmonary instability-related adverse events, and expressive communication abilities. The post-hoc analyses incorporated data from three studies (START, STR1VE-US, and STR1VE-EU), focusing on those receiving the treatment while under 6 months of age. Assessments included the ability to swallow, meet nutritional needs orally, maintain pulmonary stability, and establish early verbal communication skills. The analysis was descriptive, using the last evaluated time point to assess individual and the composite outcomes of bulbar function.

The analysis covered 65 patients across the 3 clinical trials; but only 20 had evaluations on all 4 composite endpoints. Of these, 75% of patients treated with onasemnogene abeparvovec (OA) achieved the composite endpoint of having a normal swallow, achieving full oral nutrition, demonstrating no pulmonary instability and demonstrating expressive communication abilities. The retrospective nature of these investigations limits the ability to utilize age-based standardized assessments for deglutition and communication. Direct comparisons between studies are challenging due to differing designs, populations, and outcomes. These findings suggest that OA can effectively enhance bulbar function in SMA patients, potentially improving quality of life by addressing critical aspects of feeding and communication.

Comments
1. The findings underscore a critical advancement in treating SMA type 1, moving beyond survival and motor function improvement, to enhancing quality of life through the restoration of functions like eating and speaking.
2. The lack of standardized, objective measures for bulbar function highlights a significant gap in SMA management.
3. Ongoing and future real-world studies, along with START, STR1VE-US, and STR1VE-EU follow-ups, will help clarify the long-term benefits of onasemnogene abeparvovec.
4. Unlike nusinersen and risdiplam, onasemnogene abeparvovec uniquely has been shown to improve bulbar outcomes in SMA type 1 patients.

SLEEP DISORDERED BREATHING IN SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY AFTER GENE THERAPY

Summary
Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a genetic disorder characterized by neuromuscular weakness and sleep disordered breathing. This retrospective review of infants with SMA at a single institution highlights longitudinal polysonmograpy (PSG) data for infants with SMA after receiving gene therapy onasemnogene abeparvovec (OA). The study included 11 infants, diagnosed with SMA by newborn screen. All patients received OA in addition to a weaning course of systemic
steroids. This study cohort exhibited a diverse SMN2 gene copy number and 5 infants received nusinersen while awaiting OA. The age of the treatment varied with the median age of 3.6 weeks old. Motor skills were assessed using Alberta Infant Motor Scale (AIMS). These PSGs were conducted at the time of diagnosis and subsequently at intervals of roughly 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 months of age. All infants met criteria for sleep disordered breathing at time of diagnosis, with 3 patients using respiratory support at some point (1 used supplemental oxygen for central apnea and 2 clinically weak infants used noninvasive ventilation for obstructive apnea). There was no significant correlation between motor scores and polysomnography parameters. All patients had improvement in sleep disordered breathing by 12 months of age, which is in sharp contrast to previous natural history studies.

Comments
1. The apnea hypopnea index in newborns with SMA was elevated in the first 3 months of life, even in asymptomatic newborns, suggesting there may be subtle presence of disease not easily detectable.
2. A longitudinal comparison between PSG findings in healthy infants and infants with SMA treated with OA would help to understand the significance of the PSG findings.
3. Infants who are asymptomatic for SMA or sleep disordered breathing may not require aggressive sleep testing as their sleep disordered breathing may improve by 12 months of age with monitoring.
4. The lack of correlation between PSG indices and motor strength scores suggests the need to evaluate these independently for a holistic assessment of the infant’s clinical status.
5. Longitudinal studies are needed to better characterize sleep disordered breathing in older children with SMA type 1 after treatment with OA.

GENETICS OF NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE IN UNDER-REPRESENTED POPULATIONS

Summary
Neuromuscular disease is believed to affect about 15 million people worldwide; however, with most of the testing now DNA based, low/middle income countries may struggle to gain access to timely and accurate diagnostic testing. Additionally, a significant 86% of published genomic studies are derived from European ancestry, highlighting the need for increased representation. This study developed a cloud-based transcontinental partnership to enhance understanding of genetic diversity and improve diagnostic strategies in neuromuscular diseases. The partnership included trained fellows across 18 centers, spanning 7 countries, with an emphasis on cohorts from low-to-middle income populations. These fellows helped recruit participants with a suspected neuromuscular disorder (or close relatives of someone with a confirmed or suspected disorder). Of the 3631 probands (individuals), 60% were based in India, and 82% were of non-European ancestry. The most common diagnoses were limb girdle muscular dystrophy. Over half of tested participants received a research-based genetic diagnosis. The study demonstrates the feasibility and benefits of virtual transcontinental partnerships and the use of big data for genetic diagnoses in under-represented populations, paving the way for broader testing capacity and tailored care guidelines.

Comments
1. The project demonstrated the feasibility of cloud based, transcontinental partnership and can be a model for efficient data sharing across different disciplines.
2. Broad international collaboration can be mutually beneficial, bringing knowledge and therapies to low/middle income countries and deepening wider understanding of variants of unknown significance.
3. Expanded genetic testing may make emerging gene therapies more available to a wider patient base, potential reducing disparities.

OTHER ARTICLES OF INTEREST
MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT OF NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE


SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY


Hnaini M, Downs M, Miller MR, Campbell C, St-Laurent A. Duchenne muscular dystrophy respiratory profiles from...

INHIBITION OF MYOSTATIN INCREASES MUSCLE SIZE IN MOUSE MODEL FOR NEMALINE MYOPATHY

CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN POMPE DISEASE


Updates in Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia and Non-CF Bronchiectasis

Jessica Pittman, MD MPH
Washington University in St. Louis School of Medicine
Department of Pediatrics
St. Louis, MO

OUTCOME MEASURES IN NON-CF BRONCHIECTASIS


Summary

The authors set out to define important outcome measures for future studies in children and adolescents with non-CF bronchiectasis. They established an international panel of experts who utilized systematic review to generate a list of 21 outcome measures, then surveyed 562 individuals (including patients, parents, and health-care professionals from across the world) to define a 10-item core outcome set (COS), five of which were defined as essential. The COS includes quality of life, symptoms, exacerbation frequency, non-scheduled health-care visits, and hospitalizations (all essential), as well as time to next exacerbation, lost days of work, school, or day care, adverse events, lung function, and burden of therapy. The panel also defined intervention-specific and discovery outcomes including sputum microbiology, characteristics and biomarkers, cross-sectional imaging (magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT)), cost-effectiveness, anthropometrics, and breath and blood biomarkers (largely related to inflammation).

Comments

1. This article presents consensus guidance from patients, families, and providers on outcome measures most important to patients with non-CF bronchiectasis in future studies.
2. There is a clear emphasis on overall quality of life and ability to participate in daily life without interruption, as all essential outcomes deemed essential related directly to quality of life.

OUTCOME MEASURES FOR INTERVENTIONAL STUDIES IN PRIMARY CILIARY DYSKINESIA


Summary

The objective of this consensus statement was to define important and reliable outcome measures for future studies in patients with primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD). An international, multidisciplinary panel of experts was convened to generate a list of outcomes based on literature review; they then utilized a modified e-Delphi technique to determine the most relevant endpoints specifically for interventions targeting pulmonary disease, as well as how these outcomes should best be reported. The authors defined four outcomes important for all studies, with five additional measures for specific settings. The core outcome set (COS) for clinical trials evaluating pulmonary disease interventions in patients with PCD includes spirometry, health-related quality of life scores, exacerbations, and microbiology. Other measures that are recommended but lack consensus either for utilization or implementation include anthropometric measures, physical activity, dyspnea scores, and cross-sectional imaging (CT or high-resolution CT (HRCT)).

Comments

1. This consensus document presents a core outcome set for clinical trials in patients with PCD that aims to maximize the impact and relevance of future clinical trials of pulmonary interventions.
2. Much like recent guidelines for outcome measures in studies of patients with non-CF bronchiectasis (see Article 1), quality of life and impact on daily life is heavily emphasized, represented in half of the measures in the COS.

CILIARY DEFECT/GENOTYPE AND DISEASE SEVERITY IN CHILDREN WITH PRIMARY CILIARY DYSKINESIA


Summary

This is a cross-sectional analysis of 141 children with PCD (mean age 8.5 years) enrolled in a prospective...
observational study. Subjects were grouped by ciliary ultrastructural defect type - outer dynein arm (ODA), ODA/inner dynein arm (IDA), IDA/microtubular disorganization (MTD), and normal/near-normal ultrastructure by ciliary electron microscopy and genotype. The authors investigated associations between ultrastructural defect and both lung function (by spirometry) and structural lung disease (by chest CT using a novel, PCD-specific scoring system). Higher percentage of disease on chest CT was associated with older age, lower body mass index, and lower forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) by spirometry. Subjects with IDA/MTD defects had a higher percentage of disease on CT than children with ODA defects, largely driven by increased mucus plugging.

Comments
1. This study employed a novel CT scoring system specific for patients with PCD (MERAGMA-PCD), as opposed to utilizing scoring systems developed for patients with CF.
2. Mean FEV1 in this cohort of children with PCD was at the lower end of normal (82.4% predicted), emphasizing the significant disease burden of PCD.
3. A clear association was seen between structural disease and lung function measures, with a lower FEV1 associated with increased atelectasis and increased mucus plugging.

RACIAL DISPARITIES IN DIAGNOSIS AND STUDY OF PCD

Summary
In this letter to the editor, the authors highlight discrepancies between expected (based on mutation prevalence by country/region of ancestral origin) and observed racial/ethnic makeup of subject populations in North American studies and registries involving patients with PCD. Within the estimated global prevalence of PCD (1 in 7554 individuals), individuals of African descent have the highest prevalence of predicted PCD-causing genetic variants, followed by non-Finnish European, East Asian, and Latino populations, yet white, non-Hispanic patients make up the majority of patients with PCD in North American literature. Diagnostic bias may contribute, based largely on the racial composition of current studies – genetic testing for PCD, in particular, is likely to be more sensitive in patients of white European ancestry as that population comprises the majority of subjects in published research. Referral bias may also play a role, as lower provider suspicion of PCD in BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) patients leads to lower rates of diagnosis. Structural/systemic racism limiting access to care, particularly evaluation/diagnosis at research centers, may also be a driving factor.

Comments
1. The authors highlight the significant impact of provider bias in the diagnosis of rare diseases such as PCD, as a lower rate of suspicion of PCD in BIPOC patients may contribute to discrepancies between actual and expected rates of diagnosis in BIPOC populations.
2. Lack of BIPOC representation in research studies in PCD, particularly those involving genetics, then contributes to diagnostic bias, as subsequent genetic testing for PCD may be more sensitive for patients of white European ancestry.

GENOTYPIC AND PHENOTYPIC DIAGNOSIS OF PCD IN PALESTINIAN PATIENTS

Summary
The authors present the results of a collaborative effort between Dr. Rumman (the only provider testing individuals in Palestine) and experts in the UK to evaluate and diagnose Palestinian children and adults with symptoms consistent with PCD. Four hundred sixty-four patients were identified based on clinical history, with 350 undergoing nasal nitric oxide (nNO) testing, 183 transmission electron microscopy for ciliary ultrastructural analysis, and 82 genetic screening. Sixty-eight subjects met diagnostic criteria established by the European respiratory society, with another 57 having high suspicion for PCD based on symptoms, situs status, and /or low nNO measures. Mean age of diagnosis was 10 years (range 3 months to 40 years); 43% had situs inversus and most patients were from consanguineous backgrounds. Clinical symptoms were consistent with previous reports from Europe and North America, including neonatal respiratory distress, persistent wet cough, persistent rhinosinusitis, and middle ear disease; however, digital clubbing was noted at a higher prevalence (19.4%) than reported in other literature. Despite being from a small geographical area, there was marked genetic heterogeneity of PCD mutations, however, all genetic diagnoses involved homozygous variants.
Comments
1. The authors present a remarkably successful, international, collaborative effort to establish a diagnostic process for evaluation of patients for PCD in Palestine, representing 8 years of work.
2. Clinical characteristics of PCD in this Palestinian population were similar to those reported in other (largely North American and European) literature, though this may represent selection bias as screening/evaluation was based on previously published symptoms.
3. The authors highlight the barriers to care faced by patients with PCD in Palestine, making both diagnosis and management of chronic disease more challenging.

SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH NON-CF BRONCHIECTASIS

Summary
This non-systematic literature review discusses the role of surgical management in the clinical care of children with non-CF bronchiectasis in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC). The authors emphasize an overall lack of data regarding diagnosis and management of children with bronchiectasis, particularly in LMIC. They highlight the significant symptom burden of bronchiectasis in children and adults, and the added complications and worse prognosis that can be associated with barriers to care, including increased mortality. Surgical intervention is presented as a treatment option when clinical management has failed to relieve symptoms or slow disease progression, particularly with localized and/or non-recurring disease, though the authors acknowledge a lack of consensus around indications for surgery. Pre-operative considerations include quality of life, growth/nutrition, and adequate definition of diagnosis by CT. The goal of surgery is to remove non-functioning pulmonary tissue that is most contributing to symptoms and exacerbations. Overall, surgeries were well-tolerated, with the majority of patients in most studies reporting clinical improvement. The most common complications being air leak, bleeding, and atelectasis.

Comments
1. Surgical intervention (lobectomy) is a consideration for children with symptomatic bronchiectasis not responsive to aggressive clinical management, particularly in areas or situations with marked barriers to care.
2. Surgical intervention is more likely to be successful in improving symptoms and course of disease in children with localized disease and those with non-recurring etiologies (e.g. tuberculosis, foreign body).
3. Chest physiotherapy and other clinical treatment measures are still recommended post-operatively.